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This is the first M&A research of its kind, providing an
exclusive focus on the key people risks and related value
drivers in M&A transactions.
In our first annual People Risks in M&A
Transactions research report, we offer insights
into the emerging trends in the deal activity
of corporate and private equity buyers and
sellers, provide an in-depth view of peoplerelated transaction risks, and offer strategies
and practical solutions to help organizations
plan for and address these risks effectively to
drive deal value.
People risks in M&A transactions are manifested
by individuals’ inability to manage uncertainty
and embrace change — which, in turn, results
in declining business performance and the
potential loss of transaction value. Poorly
executed integrations, failure to consider
culture and organizational fit, and lack of clarity
in employee communications are prime examples
of people risks that can severely undermine
deals and destroy value.
These risks have profound implications for
organizations: If they’re not effectively
addressed, they can lead to low morale, reduced
productivity, the flight of key talent, diminished
performance, inconsistent customer service,
and — ultimately — revenue and profit loss.
Clearly, the stakes are high. The magnitude
of these risks means that companies must
consider the people issues at the outset if they
hope to protect the value of the transaction.
Our findings show that organizations that bring
the same discipline and rigor to addressing the
human capital investment and people issues as
they do to managing balance sheet risk and the
other key operational aspects of a deal realize
the most value from the transaction.

In this report, we provide critical insights into
people-related transaction risks, and offer
strategies and practical guidance to help
organizations convert those insights into action.
By prioritizing the people and HR issues, and
integrating them as an essential part of their deal
strategy and planning, companies can significantly
improve their chances of success.
At Mercer, our purpose is helping clients around
the world advance the health, wealth, and
performance of their most vital asset — their
people. As a way to reinforce that purpose
and give back to the community, we marked
the occasion of our first research report on
people risks in transactions by donating to two
organizations dedicated to unlocking human
potential: Special Olympics and Wounded
Warrior Project.
We made a donation on behalf of each of
our 323 survey respondents — everyone
who participated in our online survey could
choose to direct a cash donation to either
Special Olympics or Wounded Warrior Project.
Together, we contributed a total of
$10,000 ($5,000 for each inspiring human
services charity).
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We extend our sincere thanks to the stakeholders
we interviewed who generously shared their time and
insights with us, and to the many M&A professionals who
provided valuable input by participating in our research.
Without them, we would not have achieved such rich
results. We also want to thank our colleagues for offering
their expertise and support throughout the process —
we’re grateful for the significant contributions they’ve
made to this report.
For those navigating the complexities and challenges of
the current deal environment — whether on the buy or
sell side — this report provides essential information
and guidance.
Our findings strongly suggest that the most successful
organizations are those that minimize the people
risks and maximize the opportunities by adopting a
strong people focus before, during, and well after the
transaction closes.

JEFF COX
Senior Partner,
Global M&A Transaction Services Leader, Mercer

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N

“Addressing human
capital risks early
is fundamental to
successful M&A.”
Ravi H. Mehta,
Director, Corporate Development
Marsh & McLennan Companies
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Special Olympics transforms lives through the joy
of sport. It’s the world’s largest sports organization
for people with intellectual disabilities, with more
than 4.5 million athletes in 170 countries — and
millions more volunteers and supporters.
By instilling confidence, improving health, and inspiring a sense of competition,
Special Olympics helps athletes discover new strengths and skills, and find joy,
confidence, and fulfillment on the playing field — and in life.
www.specialolympics.org

Wounded Warrior Project® (WWP) serves veterans
and service members who sustained a physical or
mental injury, illness, or wound during military
service on or after September 11, 2001.
WWP honors and empowers wounded service members by providing unique,
direct programs and services to support the success of warriors and their
families. WWP has served nearly 82,000 warriors and more than 14,000
family members.
www.woundedwarriorproject.org
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Offering robust data and analysis as well as unique insights and guidance,
Mercer’s first annual research report on people risks in M&A transactions provides
an in-depth view of the human capital issues buyers and sellers are facing in the
marketplace. In addition, this report identifies practical solutions and strategies
organizations are deploying to effectively hedge these risks and drive deal value.
Our findings are drawn from three
distinct data sets:
• Survey responses from 323
M&A professionals on both the
buy (93%) and sell (58%) sides.
In addition to HR executives,
56% of respondents were from
private equity deal teams and
operations, finance, corporate
development, and operational
leadership positions.

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N

• Seventy-eight interviews with
corporate and private equity
clients, investment bankers, and
M&A advisors between August and
November 2015.
• Analysis of nearly 450 M&A
transactions (of which almost
60% were cross-border deals)
during 2015.

RECORD GLOBAL DEAL ACTIVITY
IS DRIVING BUYERS TO TAKE
INCREASED RISKS
Worldwide M&A totaled $4.7 trillion
last year (a 42% increase over 2014
levels), making 2015 the strongest
year for dealmaking on record.
M&A activity was up 32% globally
in 2015; in addition, cross-border
M&A activity escalated by 27% over
2014 levels, totaling $1.6 trillion and
accounting for one-third of overall
M&A volume.1
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With global merger and acquisition
activity at an all-time high, buyers
face a new reality characterized by
increased risk, truncated auction
timelines, and shrinking access to
critical information.
BUYERS MUST NAVIGATE A
HOST OF NEW COMPLEXITIES
Buyers face a host of new
complexities as they enter
unfamiliar geographies and
industries, often enticed by the
promise of reduced costs in
emerging markets. Our findings
show that nearly 25% of buyers
are more inclined to consider
multicountry transactions than
they were prior to 2014. Almost
50% of buyers are willing to
consider taking on pension and
post-retiree medical obligations.

In addition, 41% of buyers surveyed
report having less time to complete
due diligence before making a binding
bid compared to prior years, and
33% say that sellers are providing
less information about the asset
for sale. This trend is expected to
continue, as companies conducting
multicountry deals anticipate sellers
disclosing less information in the
future, due to the competitive
nature of transactions.
SELLERS SEEK NEW STRATEGIES
TO MAXIMIZE PRICE
Although it’s clearly a sellers’ market,
sellers are not immune to risks.
Over one-third of those surveyed
are spending more time than in the
past on HR issues when preparing
for divestitures. Armed with more
than $100 billion in capital,2 activist
investors continue to pressure
more companies to unlock value
for shareholders.

Sellers choosing to divest assets
that include defined benefit pension
and other long-term employee
obligations must navigate pension
volatility during the auction process.
This risk is evident in the turbulent
equity markets witnessed at the
start of 2016 as many US pension
funds lost roughly 10% of the value
of their equity portfolios in the first
few weeks of the year. Strategies
that demystify pension obligations
and limit downside risk for the buyer
differentiate sellers that are looking
to maximize exit price.
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“The human capital side is
the most important part of
this [merger].”
Current headlines show that companies recognize that a strong focus on people is
paramount to success. When asked about his approach to the $120 billion Dow Chemical
and DuPont megamerger/split, Edward Breen, DuPont’s chairman and chief executive
and future CEO of the new company, DowDuPont,3 emphasized that the people issues —
particularly reassuring and motivating employees — are a top priority.

MORE THAN EVER,
THE CHALLENGE OF
MANAGING TALENT —
ESPECIALLY IN THE FACE
OF ORGANIZATIONAL
TRANSITION — IS WHAT
MOST CONCERNS M&A
PROFESSIONALS
The root of people risks
in M&A transactions lies
with individuals’ inability
to manage uncertainty
and embrace change
— which can lead to
declining organizational
performance and loss of
transaction value.

These risks can have serious
implications for companies
and their employees if left
unchecked. Buyers and
sellers must manage and
mitigate people-related
risks in order to preserve
key customer relationships
and maintain productivity.
More than half (55%)
of buyers surveyed,
including both corporate
and private equity
buyers, report that talent
challenges will remain
a significant HR issue in
future M&A transactions.
Employee retention is
cited as the number one
perceived risk, followed
by cultural fit and
leadership team concerns
such as selection, skills/
capabilities, and attraction
and retention.

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N

Buyers are increasingly
recognizing that the
people aspects of
running a business are
fundamental to driving
return on investment.
When evaluating a deal,
buyers are not just looking
at customers, products,
and access to markets
— they’re also looking at
the people spend and ROI
associated with the deal.
This approach is critical
in helping organizations
anticipate and avoid people
risks in M&A transactions,
which can impact the
business being acquired in
one or more of the following
dimensions: strategic,
financial, and operational.
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“Buyers have the opportunity to manage the people
spend with the same discipline and rigor as other capital
investments (property, plant, equipment, R&D, M&A,
among others).”
Jeff Cox, Global M&A Transaction Services Leader, Mercer

S T R AT E G I C

FINANCIAL

O P E R AT I O N A L

People risks in this
category result from
misalignment between the
people strategy and the
business strategy. These
risks can take the form of
employees failing to make
needed behavior changes
to successfully support
the new business.

Financial risks relating
to employees that are
identified during due
diligence can be material
and must be factored into
the business valuation.
According to our research,
defined benefit pension
liabilities, retiree medical
program liabilities, the
Affordable Care Act (in the
US), and compensation and
benefit compliance issues
are some of the most
significant financial risks
that can be uncovered
during diligence.

Achieving operational
excellence requires the
right go-forward operating
platform that will allow the
buyer to differentiate its
business, and attract and
retain the best talent while
flawlessly executing on
the basics of the function,
such as payroll, benefits
administration, on-boarding,
and compensation
management.

Once a deal is
consummated, select
financial risks relating
to people include
unwanted turnover and
loss of productivity and
engagement, which can
adversely impact
the business and
destroy value.

“A seller can maximize deal value by playing an active
role with the buyer in transition strategy, planning,
and implementation.”
Jeff Black, North America M&A Leader, Mercer
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P E O P L E - R E L AT E D VA L U E D R I V E R S
FOR BUYERS
Assess leadership team and key employee capabilities.
Use skills inventories and competency assessments to gauge selection and ability to execute on
strategy, effectively govern, lead people, drive culture change, and deliver business results.

Develop effective retention strategies.
Segment key stakeholder employee groups (beyond the executive team) to determine appropriate
severance programs, stay and retention bonuses, roles, and decision-making authority during
and after the transaction. This helps keep customer relationships intact and allows for an orderly
transfer of the knowledge required to operate the business going forward.

Have a clear culture, communications, and change management plan.
Determine the right pace and amount of disruption, and communicate frequently and transparently
so employees understand the new culture, performance expectations, business objectives, and their
role in the change.

Evaluate HR service, delivery, and design needs.
Ensure on day one the basic measures are in place to deliver paychecks and benefits to employees
while positioning the HR function to enhance business results.

Enlist experienced resources to speed the transition process and make it more efficient.
A project management office (PMO), integration management office (IMO), or separation
management office (SMO) will accelerate decision-making, execution, implementation, and, in turn,
operating results.

Adopt an enterprise or global view to effectively manage benefits.
The approach to benefits can vary widely in different countries (on average, country benefits costs
range from 18% to 50% of base salary).4 Avoid unnecessary costs and compliance risks by adopting a
comprehensive governance strategy for global benefits.

Understand the market competitiveness of rewards, and leverage your total reward programs to
attract and retain the right talent.
This includes base pay and total cash to market, internal equity, incentive metrics/targets, and
noncash rewards.

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N
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P E O P L E - R E L AT E D VA L U E
DRIVERS FOR SELLERS

Identify critical
employee groups and
consider a retention
program.
Programs targeted at
employee groups that
influence key customer
relationships or important
operating initiatives can
minimize any pre-close exit
disruption and maximize
the purchase price.

Leverage experienced
sell-side advisors and
separation specialists
(including SMO
resources).

Consider providing a
sensible, appropriately
priced (cost-plus)
transition services
agreement (TSA).

Taking a rigorous
approach to sell-side
diligence (including the
auction management
process and dissemination
of key data, insights,
and facts) can help
improve the purchase
price and expedite the
sales process.

These arrangements
allow you to mitigate
reputational risk, cover
your costs, and create an
orderly exit. If a
TSA is not an option,
consider standing up
the organization prior
to sale.

Document a clear
talent management/
staffing plan.
Establish and
communicate the
infrastructure of the
entity being sold,
and determine which
employees will stay
with the parent and which
will go to the
new organization.

Applying these principles throughout a
transaction will help organizations — whether
they’re buying or selling — mitigate risk and
maximize return on exit.
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ABOUT
THE
REPORT
Our findings are based on 847 unique data points,
including survey responses from 323 M&A professionals,
78 interviews, and analysis of nearly 450 transactions (of
which almost 60% were cross-border deals) during 2015.
Forty-four percent of firms we surveyed had more than 10,000 employees, and 39% had
revenue exceeding $5 billion.

323
corporate and
private equity buyers
and sellers surveyed

FIRMS WE SURVEYED

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEE S
G L O B A L LY ( N = 3 1 9 )
Fewer than 500

ANNUAL
REVENUE (N=302)

7%

Less than $100 million

500 to 999

7%

$100 million to less than
$500 million

15%

1,000 to 4,999

30%

$500 million to less than
$1 billion

11%

5,000 to 9,999

12%

$1 billion to less than $5 billion

32%

10,000 or more

44%

$5 billion or more

39%

Mean

18,214

Mean (in millions)

4,911

78

3%

interviews with
deal professionals
and advisors

446
transactions
analyzed

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N
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A total of 323 corporate and private equity buyers and sellers were surveyed
between April and August 2015 by our research partner SSRS, a leading
independent research company with deep expertise across multiple industries,
including health care, technology, and financial services. In addition to human
resources (HR) executives, 56 percent of respondents were from private
equity deal and operations teams, corporate development, finance, and
operational leadership positions, bringing a diverse range of perspectives to
our research.

S U R V E Y PA R T I C I PA N T S : J O B R E S P O N S I B I L I T I E S / T I T L E S
P R I VAT E
EQUITY
DEAL AND
O P E R AT I O N S
TEAM

C O R P O R AT E
D E V E L O P M E N T/
S T R AT E G Y
15%

23%

56%
C O R P O R AT E
FINANCE
7%

CHRO OR HR
EXECUTIVE
44%

NON-HR

BUSINESS
UNIT LEADER/
C O R P O R AT E
BUSINESS
EXECUTIVE
11%
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Mercer also conducted interviews with 78 private equity and corporate clients across a
broad range of industries between August and November 2015. We interviewed business
unit leaders and M&A advisors and consultants; executives in corporate development,
strategy, and finance; private equity deal teams and operations teams; and CHROs and
HR executives to find out how they’re responding to the heightened challenges of this
competitive marketplace.
In addition, we analyzed 446 transaction-related projects from 2015 to identify the
top areas of focus for buyers and sellers in managing the people-related risks involved
in transactions. Approximately 60% of the transactions we analyzed included more than
one country.

I N D U S T R Y B R E A K D O W N O F D E A L S W E A N A LY Z E D

H E A LT H C A R E
11.9 %

OTHER
12.4%

INESS
ADER/
O R AT E
INESS
UTIVE

I N F O R M AT I O N
T ECHNOLO GY
10.5%

FINANCIAL
9. 2 %

E N E R G Y/
UTILITIES
5.9 %

INDUSTRIAL
23.8%

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N

CONSUMER
DISCRETIONARY
26 .2 %

MERCER RESEARCH REPORT

KEY
FINDINGS
DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N
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INTRODUCTION:
RISING RISKS FOR BUYERS
With worldwide M&A totaling nearly
$5 trillion last year (a 42% increase over
2014 levels), 2015 was a record year for
dealmaking.5 In an increasingly competitive
marketplace, shorter deal timelines
and shrinking access to information are
compelling both strategic and financial
buyers to take on new and greater risks.

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N
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2015 DEAL VOLUME BY
TRANSACTION T YPE
GLOBAL
US$ BILLION

$6,000

$6,000
$4,740.93

$4,000

$3,715.79

$4,000

$3,506.39
$2,620.37

$2,591.27
$2,060.61

$2,000

$2,000

$1,548.25
$1,025.14

0

$886.02

2015
Total

$1,088.43
$530.66

2014
Strategic Transactions

$742.46

0

2013

Sponsor-related Transactions

Cross-border Transactions

US
US$ BILLION

$3,000

$6,000
$2,284.62

$2,000

$4,000

$1,704.78
$1,464.79
$1,039.89

$1,000
$579.85

2015
Total

$2,000

$675.25
$472.23
$253.65

0

$978.96

Strategic Transactions

$424.90

$270.18 $201.01

2014
Sponsor-related Transactions

Inbound Cross-border Transactions

Source: Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP. M&A at a Glance: 2015 Year-end Roundup.

$303.71

$141.47 $190.16

2013
Outbound Cross-border Transactions

0
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B U Y E R S M U S T N AV I G AT E A
HOST OF NEW COMPLEXITIES
In an M&A environment driven by excess capital, rising competition,
global economic volatility, and companies’ fundamental need to grow,
buyers are facing a host of new complexities. Potential buyers must not only
manage the high costs of the sales process, but also navigate an intensely
competitive marketplace.
Investment bankers
are running aggressive
sales processes, often
allowing multiple bidders
to participate in the
late stages of bidding.
In response to the
competitive tension,
select buyers are
attempting to pre-empt
the entire process by
swiftly offering up one
large “best price” bid to
knock out the competition.
Buyers are also
considering joint ventures
and other unconventional
transactions to avoid
auctions and uncover
sole-sourced deals.
Our research shows that
buyers are responding in
several key ways.

BUYERS ARE
ENTERING NEW
A N D U N FA M I LI A R
GEOGR APHIES
Businesses are
aggressively looking to
new geographies for
fresh deal opportunities.
Half (50%) of survey
respondents reported
involvement in crossborder deals. And nearly
one-quarter of the
businesses surveyed say
they are now more
inclined to consider a
multicountry transaction.
Emerging markets are
enticing many buyers
with potential exclusivity,
the promise of a lower
purchase price, and a
higher return on exit. But
they’re also presenting
new complexities related
to labor laws, local
customs, and ways of
doing business that
many buyers may not
be prepared for or
understand — and that
may pose compliance risks.

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N

24%
of businesses surveyed are
more inclined to consider a
multicountry transaction
than they were prior to
January 2014
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“We are not prevailing in auctions and are being forced to think of new,
creative ways to put capital to work. We cannot afford to sit on the sidelines
now because of high valuations. We need to leverage our imagination and
creativity to deploy capital now and not be skittish. Bottom line is, we need to
take new and different risks.”
Senior Private Equity Executive,
$20 Billion+ in Assets Under Management

T O P 5 C O U N T R I E S O F O R I G I N O R D E S T I N AT I O N F O R 2 0 1 5 U S
C R O S S - B O R D E R T R A N S A C T I O N S A N D P R I O R Y E A R C O M PA R I S O N S

INBOUND US CROSS-BORDER TRANSACTIONS BY VOLUME (US$ BILLION)
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INBOUND US CROSS-BORDER TRANSACTIONS BY NUMBER OF DEALS
Source: Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP. M&A at a Glance: 2015 Year-end Roundup. Figures compiled using Dealogic data. US cross-border transactions are defined
as those transactions in which the acquirer and the target have different nationalities, and either the acquirer (“outbound”) or the target (“inbound”) has a US nationality.
Nationality is based on where a company has either its headquarters or a majority of its operations.
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“Everyone is looking for opportunities for growth, especially now that China is
cooling off. We and others in the industry are now looking beyond traditional
emerging markets to the Middle East and Africa.”
Vice President Human Resources and
Chief Ethics Officer, Fortune 500 Company

T O P 5 C O U N T R I E S O F O R I G I N O R D E S T I N AT I O N F O R 2 0 1 5 U S C R O S S - B O R D E R
TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED)

OUTBOUND US CROSS-BORDER TRANSACTIONS BY VOLUME (US$ BILLION)
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Source: Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP. M&A at a Glance: 2015 Year-end Roundup. Figures compiled using Dealogic data. US cross-border transactions are defined
as those transactions in which the acquirer and the target have different nationalities, and either the acquirer (“outbound”) or the target (“inbound”) has a US nationality.
Nationality is based on where a company has either its headquarters or a majority of its operations.
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G O I N G G L O B A L : TA K I N G A C T I O N
Before going global, prepare thoroughly by considering global HR governance in context.
By adopting a global view, buyers can mitigate risk by gaining a fuller picture of the issues that can impact deal
success. A comprehensive global strategy will instill financial discipline and compliance.

M E R C E R ’ S G L O B A L H R G O V E R N A N C E S T R U C T U R E TM

L E G I S L AT I V E A N D
R E G U L AT O R Y

O P E R AT I O N A L

• Data protection.

• Currency issues.

• Tax/remuneration.

• Location of records.

• Employment law.

• Format and content of records.

• Works councils.

• Technology utilization.

• Social security.

• Process variations.

• Reporting requirements.

• Language.

• Record-keeping.

• Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act (FCPA) compliance.

• Vendor fragmentation.

• Harmonization of contract renewals.
• Common vendor contract language.
• Fiduciary standards.

SKILLS

C U LT U R A L

• Complex stakeholder
environments (for example,
works councils, unions,
management, and supervisory
boards) require very specific
skills and engagement
approaches.

• National cultures.
• Management style.
• Organizational culture.
• Local customs and
practices.

• Accountable HR country
resources.

For more information, read the full report: Going Global, Being Global: Addressing Cross-border Human Resource Management Challenges in an Age of Talentism,
available at www.mercer.com/content/dam/mercer/attachments/global/MandA/Strategy%20%26%20Planning_Due%20Diligence/SPDD1.%20Going%20Global%20
Being%20Global.pdf.
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Almost 50% of respondents are willing
to consider taking on pension and postretirement medical obligations.
Buyers are demonstrating greater risk tolerance by purchasing assets
that include pension and other long-term employee obligations.
Taking on pension debt and risk is now the minimum cost of entry
into select second-round competitive bidding exercises.
In fact, one in four of the transactions we analyzed included single
or multiemployer pension plans.

W H AT M AT T E R S F O R B U Y E R S D U R I N G
DILIGENCE WHEN DEFINED BENEFIT
O B L I G A T I O N S A R E I N V O LV E D I S A N
U N D E R S TA N D I N G O F T H E :

Inherent
financial risk
of the obligations

Potential risk
management
options

Preferred post-close
pension strategy

Valuation model
impact of the post-close
pension strategy

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N

ADDRESSING
BUYERS’ CONCERNS
Apply risk mitigation tools that
provide greater clarity and stability.
Many buyers’ willingness to consider
the assumption of defined benefit
obligations is influenced by the
ability to measure the relative risk
of these obligations and implement
de-risking solutions post-close.
Over the past several years, the
pension marketplace has introduced
a number of new, more affordable
solutions to support organizations
wanting to implement de-risking
or risk transfer strategies (refer
to “Establishing a Competitive
Edge With Mercer’s Pension Debt
Solution” on page 56).
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Use of representations (reps) and warranty
insurance is increasing.
Due to rising competition among acquirers, transactional risk
insurance on M&A deals is growing rapidly. Demand for reps and
warranty insurance rose 15% globally during the first half of 2015.6
Both private equity and corporate dealmakers in the Americas,
EMEA, and Asia-Pacific are increasingly using insurance capital to
help close deals. For the full year 2015 in North America, Mercer’s
sister company Marsh (the global leader in insurance brokering
and risk) saw an increase of more than 20% in the number of
policies issued and an increase of over 50% in the amount of
insurance placed.

“We expect the global trend of increasing
usage of reps and warranty insurance to
continue in 2016 as more corporations and
private equity firms, and their advisors,
become more aware of the utility and
benefits of this product.”
Craig Schioppo,
Transactional Risk Practice Leader, Marsh

PROACTIVE DEAL
PROTECTION
Representations and warranty
insurance serves to protect
deal value. These insurance policies
offer protection against financial
loss suffered as a result of breach of
the representations and warranties
contained in the purchase and sale
agreement. Private equity firms are
the largest users of transactional
risk insurance as they seek
affordable ways to reduce indemnity
requirements when buying, though
corporate buyers are using this
insurance with increasing frequency.7
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BUYERS MUST OVERCOME
R I S K S T O C R E AT E VA L U E
BEYOND PURCHASE PRICE
An ultracompetitive marketplace, shorter auction timelines, and shrinking access to information
are posing big challenges for buyers. Our research identified the following trends:

Buyers are making quicker decisions, Buyers are engaging advisors later in
but with less data available to them.
the diligence process.
Forty-one percent of
buyers report less time
to complete diligence
prior to making a binding
bid compared to the prior
three years. And 33% say
that sellers are providing
less information about the

asset for sale. Companies
conducting cross-border
(37%) or domestic (24%)
deals expect sellers to
disclose less information
in the future, due to the
competitive nature
of transactions.

of sellers globally are
reluctant to share
information with
anyone other than
a winning bidder

Time is short, budgets
are tight, and competition
is fierce. Buyers are
engaging advisors later in
the process to minimize
broken deal fees. But
by shortchanging the
diligence process, buyers
ultimately may be doing
themselves a disservice by
taking unnecessary risks.
The large majority of the
businesses we surveyed
use advisors during
comprehensive due

diligence. Private equity
businesses (89%) are
significantly more likely to
engage external advisors
during the diligence phase
than corporate businesses
(43%). Corporate
businesses are more likely
to be familiar with the
industry of a deal and have
more internal functional
resources, whereas private
equity businesses look for
outside help in an industry
with which they are less
acquainted.

“Truncated due diligence periods are the new reality. To stay competitive,
we need to ‘go at speed’ — that is, at the seller’s speed — but still ensure we
operate effectively. It’s HR’s biggest challenge.”
Global Corporate Mergers and Acquisitions
Executive, Fortune 100 Company

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N
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P E R C E N TA G E S O F B U S I N E S S E S
ENGAGING ADVISORS TO
E VA L U AT E H U M A N
C A P I TA L- R E L AT E D R I S K S
54%

Overall

Corporate
(N=244)

43%

Private Equity
(N=71)

Global
(N=159)

North America Only
(N=144)

US Only
(N=85)

Multiple Countries
(N=219)

Single Country
(N=94)

89%

54%

57%

52%

57%

52%

Survey responses are shown for three separate subcategories: (1) Global, North America, and US-only businesses; (2) multiple-country and single-country businesses; and (3)
corporate and private equity businesses. We use global to refer to organizations conducting business in at least one country in North America and one country outside North
America. Multiple countries (or multicountry) refers to organizations conducting business in more than one country (for example, Japan and Australia). Note that the global
and multicountry categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive. A company conducting deals in the US and Japan, for example, would be reflected in both the global and
multicountry categories.
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Buyers are often solely
responsible for ensuring
day one readiness.
Sellers have the upper hand in today’s
marketplace when it comes to transition
service agreements (TSAs). They don’t want to
use resources and time to support a transition
unless it’s absolutely necessary to maximize exit
price. Nearly half of the buyers we surveyed
(49%) say that sellers are not providing a TSA
post-close. This means that many buyers must
be ready on day one.

More than 50% of businesses
surveyed experienced delayed
closing of global deals (60% for
US-only deals).
Regulatory requirements and the seller’s
unwillingness to offer a reasonable TSA,
or no TSA at all, were the reasons most
frequently cited.

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N

“The first 60 days is about us executing
the basics — such as getting people paid
and taking care of benefits.
As a serial acquirer, we also focus
immediately (in the first 100 days postclose) on culture integration.
We want employees to feel like
they’re part of our family as quickly
as possible. We do a lot of employee
branding and communication
around business priorities and the
voice of the customer.”
Senior HR Manager, M&A,
Multinational Technology Company,
$8 Billion in Enterprise Value
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E S TA B L I S H I N G A
COMPETITIVE EDGE
Transaction readiness is the key to success.
It is not uncommon for serial acquirers to create a detailed and
comprehensive multifunctional playbook ahead of deal activity.

M E R C E R ’ S M & A PL AY B O O K ™ :
EFFECTIVE M&A TEAMS REQUIRE
THREE CORE COMPETENCIES

STR ATEGY

G OVERNANCE

STRUCTURE

UNDERSTANDING OF DEAL
OBJECTIVES AND IN TEGR ATION
STR ATEGY

DECISION PROTOCOLS,
PROCES SES AND TOOLS,
AND RIG OROUS RESULTS
MANAGEMEN T

DEFINED STRUCT URE
AND E XPERIENCED TEAM

Companies that are serious about HR readiness are investing in education
for their functional managers and leaders focused specifically on such
topics as:
•
•
•
•

Pre-deal strategy.
Due diligence.
Purchase agreements.
Organizational culture.

• Communication.
• People practices.
• Integration/execution (PMO).

In the past twelve years, Mercer has educated more than 5,000 executives
globally with our M&A Ready™ Executive Development Program. For more
information about these sessions, visit www.mercer.com/MAREADY.
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SELLERS MUST RESPOND
TO CHALLENGES TO
MA XIMIZE PRICE
Although it’s clearly a sellers’
market, sellers are not
immune to the risks posed
by an unpredictable deal
environment. Many are under
pressure to generate new
shareholder value and quick
returns or are involved in the
sale of companies with complex
operating challenges.

Armed with more than $100
billion in capital,8 activist
investors continue to pressure
more companies to unlock value
for shareholders.
The figure below shows the
various demands activists are
making of organizations. The
resulting actions driven by these
demands include cost-cutting
to cash dividends, outright
sales, divestitures, spinoffs,
and split-ups.

According to Linklaters’
proprietary data analysis, 860
shareholder activist actions had
been launched globally through
October 2015.9 This represents
an increase of 170% since 2011.
Separating a highly intertwined
and complicated conglomerate
structure can cause costly
delays and unplanned
resource drains for the seller.
A disciplined and planned
approach is essential.

C L A S S I F I C AT I O N O F A C T I V I S T S ’ D E M A N D S , J A N U A R Y – O C T O B E R 2 0 1 5
100

100
2014

93

80

2015

80

78

60

60
54
50
44
40

40

40

40

34
30

30
28
28

20

20
13
7

7
3

0

Boardrelated

Other
Strategic

M&A

No Public
Demands

Governance Return Capital
Improve
to Shareholders Operations

Management
Changes

Source: FactSet and Moody’s Investors Service. Shareholder Activism 2015: North American Non-Financial Corporates. November 10, 2015. Note: 2015 data shown as
of October 15, 2015.
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“It’s harder to divest than to acquire — everything is so intertwined.”
Chief Financial Officer,
$20 Billion Global Conglomerate

Sellers that choose (or that are
compelled) to divest assets that
include defined benefit pension
and other long-term employee
obligations must navigate
short-term volatility during the
auction process.

The S&P 1500 pension funded
status gains in 2015 (see the
figure below) were wiped
out by volatile January 2016
declines in just one month.10
Sellers are deploying strategies
pre-auction to demystify
pension obligations for the
buyer, limit downside risk,
and maximize exit price.

100
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0

100%

-100

95%

-200

90%

-300

85%

-400

80%

-500

75%
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70%

Surplus/(Deficit) (Left-hand Scale)
Funded Status (Right-hand Scale)
2008

Source: Mercer, January 2016

2009
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65%
2015

Funded Status

Surplus/(Deficit) $ Billion
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SELLERS ARE ADOPTING A
SHARP FOCUS ON PEOPLE
ISSUES DURING DILIGENCE
As they plan for and execute transactions, many sellers are finding that HR issues require increased focus
and attention in order to reduce risk and maximize deal value. This new reality means that many deals
demand an increased allocation of resources to address people issues. Of those surveyed, over one-third
indicated that they are spending more effort on HR issues when preparing for divestitures than in the
past. This also means that already stretched resources are being strained further — creating risk for the
remaining business entity as well.
EFFORT ON HR ISSUES

34%

65%

MORE
EFFORT

ABOUT THE
SAME

More than one-third of those surveyed
spend more effort on HR issues when
preparing for divestitures.
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<1%
LESS
EFFORT
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A BALANCED APPROACH TO
DRIVING RETURN ON EXIT

Take steps to help
buyers understand
available de-risking
options.

Leverage experienced
sell-side advisors and
separation specialists
like Mercer.

Buyers’ willingness to
assume pension obligations
is heavily influenced by
de-risking opportunities.
Sellers with defined
benefit obligations can
help potential bidders
understand the risk
management solutions
available to bidders and
can reduce pension
volatility that can occur
during the sale process.
(See “Establishing a
Competitive Edge With
Mercer’s Pension Debt
Solution” on page 56).

Taking a rigorous
approach to sell-side
diligence (including the
auction management
process and dissemination
of key data, insights,
and facts) can help
improve the purchase
price and expedite the
sales process.

Consider providing a
sensible, appropriately
priced (cost-plus)
transition services
agreement (TSA).

These arrangements
allow sellers to mitigate
reputational risk, cover
their costs, and create
an orderly exit. If a
TSA is not an option,
consider standing up the
organization prior to sale.
(See “Unlocking Value
Through Split-ups and
Stand-ups” on page 52.)

Document a clear
talent management/
staffing plan.

Establish and communicate
the infrastructure of
the entity being sold,
and determine which
employees will stay with
the parent and which will
go to the new organization.
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R I S K C O N S I D E R AT I O N S :
PEOPLE MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES IN TRANSACTIONS
DILIGENCE FOCAL POINTS

Sixty-four percent of our respondents
indicated that talent-related issues are the
most significant focus of due diligence.
Building on that concept,
we asked respondents to
think back over the past 15
months and rank the top
three people-related issues
(in order of importance) that
were a significant aspect of
diligence and that impacted
price determination, deal

negotiation, and/or willingness
to acquire. Forty-six percent
of survey participants
identified the leadership team
and key talent retention as the
top two people-related issues,
followed closely by culture and
organizational fit.

T O P 3 P E O P L E - R E L AT E D I S S U E S
DURING DILIGENCE

1.

Leadership
team

2.

Key talent
retention

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N

3.

Culture and
organizational
fit

64%
of companies surveyed
say talent is the most
significant aspect of
due diligence
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Talent assessment plays a key role during diligence.
The focus on talent-related issues
during diligence is not surprising
if we consider that people are,
ultimately, a company’s most valuable
asset. It’s a company’s employees
who are largely responsible for
on-the-ground delivery of the

business plan, profit, and revenue
growth. Therefore, an important
aspect of due diligence is learning
about the key talent associated
with businesses involved in a deal.
Formal talent assessments provide
that insight.

YES, USE
EXTERNAL
ADVISOR TO
CONDUCT
TA L E N T
ASSESSMENT

When asked whether their companies
conducted a formal talent assessment
process on key employees during
their diligence, nearly two-thirds
of participants indicate that they
conduct some type of assessment
by using either a formal in-house
process or an external advisor.

N O, D O N OT
C O N D U C T TA L E N T
ASSESSMENT
35%

15%

YES, USE
I N - H O U S E TA L E N T
ASSESSMENT
PROCESS
55%

YES (NET) = 65%

“The greatest perceived people risk — without question — is acquiring
C-suite talent with the ability to execute on the plan.”
General Partner, Private Equity Firm,
20+ Portfolio Companies, $6 Billion in Assets Under Management
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E VA L U AT I N G R E W A R D S
IS A KEY FINANCIAL
ASPECT OF DILIGENCE
Understanding the pay and benefit
practices relative to industry
benchmarks for all components of
rewards is key during diligence.
This includes base pay and total
cash to market, internal equity,
incentive metrics/targets, and
noncash rewards.
Private equity businesses (33%)
were more likely to mention this issue
than corporate businesses (28%)
as a diligence focus. This finding is
influenced by the industry of the
target business, its cost structure
and expected future state cost
structure, and whether or not the
business strategy underpinning the
transaction is reliant on cost savings
(e.g., industry consolidation).

100

Our analysis of nearly 450 randomly
selected transaction assignments
(conducted by Mercer’s M&A
Transaction Services team in 2015)
revealed that the top rewardsrelated issues included medical
benefits, which was a key area of
focus in 91.7% of the projects. This
is not surprising given the dynamics
of health care spend globally
and specific health care reform
compliance risks in the US.

marketplace and can be a significant
issue for buyers if there are
compliance problems or integration
complications.
Approximately 80% of the
transactions we analyzed included
an evaluation of defined contribution
retirement plans, and almost 20% of
transactions included an evaluation of
defined benefit pension plans and/or
post-retiree medical plans.

The chart below illustrates the
prevalence of key rewards-related
areas that were analyzed in our
project work. In addition to medical
benefits, a standard area of review is
the evaluation of defined contribution
plans, which are widespread in the

100

91.7%
78.6%

80

80
66.5%

60

60
44.7%

40

40

35.9%
24.3%

20

23.6%

21.8%

18.0%

17.5%

0

20
0

Medical
Benefits

DC
Plan(s)

Health
Care Reform
(US Only)
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Broad-based
Executive
HR Compliance
Executive
Global
Compensation Compensation
Contracts/Change- Benefits
in-Control Payouts

Minimum Wage DB Pension/
Issues
Post-retirement
Plans
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P O S T - C LO S E 1 0 0 - D AY P L A N S

As companies create a post-close 100-day plan,
talent remains top of mind.
Nearly 89% of the companies we surveyed included talent issues among
their top three integration challenges overall. Ensuring a good cultural and
organizational fit, retaining key talent, and making sure the best leadership
team is in place are the top people issues cited by those surveyed.
Based on the results of Mercer’s interview findings, most corporates
(64%) focus on senior talent acquisition and retention. This focus includes
retaining essential talent, upgrading skills, and scaling for growth. For
57% of private equity businesses, leadership team effectiveness is the
top HR issue in transactions.

“Our primary focus in the first
100 days is on senior talent
acquisition: upgrading talent,
searching for vacant positions,
and scaling for growth.”
Managing Director,
Private Equity Portfolio Operations Executive

66%
O F C O M PA N I E S S A Y
TA L E N T I S S U E S A R E T H E
M O S T I M P O R TA N T H R
I N T E G R AT I O N C H A L L E N G E
T H E Y FA C E P O S T - C L O S E
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Transactions bring major change, and preparing
employees for this change is crucial.
Employees have new roles,
new bosses, and new terms of
engagement: Dealing with these
types of changes causes distraction
and results in productivity loss.
A clear communications and change
management plan mitigates such
risks by enlisting support from
key stakeholders, defining critical
changes and timing, and maintaining
a focus on execution.
Amid the uncertainties that
come with major change, getting
people issues right becomes
paramount — and engaging
employees requires strategic,
consistent communication.
Effective, frequent communications
are also important to sustaining
employee morale. When
changes impact employees in
multiple countries or regions,
communications about those
changes must be orchestrated
appropriately. Employees in one
country who haven’t yet received
information about their own

transition likely will not appreciate
hearing that their peers in another
country already have a transition
plan in place.
Although global messaging
should be consistent, local
input is important, too. Cultural
needs vary — between offices,
between countries — and should be
considered when crafting a transition
plan. For example, a company
shouldn’t ask new employees to sign
their offer letters online if they live
in a country where a face-to-face
meeting is customary practice.
There are practical considerations
regarding culture, too. For instance,
a company may need a notification
letter to support its new employees’
transition, but because the
transition is happening in multiple
countries, the letter will need to be
translated into the local languages.
Challenges like these make the
transition process more complex.

“Communication, communication, communication
… We tell acquired employees how important
they are to us. We tell them how they fit into the
organization. And we repeatedly tell them,
‘You are core to our business.’ ”
CHRO and Chief Ethics Officer,
Multinational Chemical Company, $2 Billion in Revenue

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N
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Culture was
identified by our
survey respondents
as the No. 1 HR
integration challenge.

“When we talk about culture risks, what we’re
really talking about are productivity and
profitability risks.”
Mergers & Acquisitions HR Executive,
Multinational Aviation and Aerospace Company

Given the importance of this topic, Mercer took the opportunity to delve
deeper into this issue during our 78 interviews (with corporate and private
equity clients, M&A attorneys, and other advisors) to better understand
the definition of a successful culture. Consistently, those interviewed
defined a culture of winning to include the following characteristics,
behaviors, and outcome expectations:

-- Leadership alignment.

-- Owner-like accountability.

-- Specific, deliberate behavior
definition and reinforcement.

-- Performance-based environment.
-- Transparent governance.

-- Clarity of purpose.
-- High collaboration.

-- Agile and empowered
decision-making.

-- Honest and frequent
communications.

-- Progress measurement
and celebration.

-- Well-socialized risk profile.
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“Culture is big on our diligence scorecard.
Our approach to cultural integration involves
having both teams working together toward the
same goal. We want integrated teams that work
well together. … We bring in target leadership
early so we can assess culture fit.”
Private Equity Executive,
Digital Software and Services Company

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N
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M OVING AHE AD : PEOPLE PRIORI T IE S PRE - AND P O ST - CLO SE

Conduct a deliberate
and thorough talent
assessment process.

Develop
effective retention
strategies.

Focused and rigorous
evaluations of leadership
team and critical employee
capabilities ensure that the
acquirer’s talent decisions
are optimized to meet the
current and future needs
of the new organization.

Segment key stakeholder
employee groups (beyond
the executive team) to
determine appropriate
severance programs, stay
and retention bonuses,
roles, and decision-making
authority during and after
the transaction.

Use skills inventories and
competency assessments
to gauge selection and
ability to execute on
strategy, effectively
govern, lead people, drive
culture change, and deliver
business results.
(For a deeper discussion
of the questions company
leaders should ask when
assessing talent, see “What
Matters: Talent Assessment
in M&A” on page 48.)

This helps keep customer
relationships intact and
allows for an orderly
transfer of the knowledge
required to operate the
business going forward.

Have a clear culture,
communications,
and change
management plan.

Determine the right pace
and amount of disruption,
and communicate frequently
and transparently so
employees understand the
new culture and their role
in the change.
Getting the message out
early and often — and
through multiple people and
mediums — paves the way
to successful consolidation
and integration. A clear and
purposeful communication
plan allows company
leaders to engage people in
a targeted and timely way,
and combat such pitfalls
as talent attrition and
reduced productivity.
(See “A Balanced Approach
to Culture Integration”
on page 59.)
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“Our biggest risk is retention — keeping the key revenue generators, the key
operators, and the client-facing employees.”
Corporate Development Executive,
$15 Billion Insurance Industry Organization

People practices will remain a priority in future deals.
Talent is a main focus of current diligence processes, and this trend is expected to continue according to our survey
respondents. More than half of all businesses report talent issues will continue to be the most significant HR issue
in future transactions, followed by compensation and benefits. Compensation and benefits are of particular concern for
private equity buyers, with more than a quarter of respondents citing this as a significant area of focus in
future transactions.

MOST SIGNIFICANT HR ISSUE IN FUTURE TRANSACTIONS

60%
55%

57%

Total (N=320)

54%

Corporate (N=244)

MORE THAN HALF OF ALL
BUSINESSES REPORT TALENT
ISSUES WILL REMAIN A
SIGNIFICANT HR ISSUE IN
FUTURE TRANSACTIONS.

50%

40%

Private Equity (N=71)

30%
26%

20%

19%

18%
14%

14%

12%

15%
13%

10%
4%

0%
Talent
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Compensation
and Benefits

Organizational
Integration/Design

Other HR Issues
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THE TOP FIVE PEOPLE ISSUES
I D E N T I F I E D ( I N R A N K O R D E R)

1

2

3

4

5

Employee
retention

Cultural and
organizational
fit/integration

Leadership team
(determining
the quality of
the management
team/executives
for the new
company)

Compensation
and benefit levels
(market pay
concerns)

Talent
availability and
identifying,
assessing, and
placing talent

These responses reinforce — overwhelmingly —
that talent issues (particularly the availability,
retention, and assessment of key talent) are the
most pressing people-related risks.
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FOR THE MAJORIT Y OF
B U S I N E S S E S , E VA L U AT I N G A
DEAL AFTER CLOSING INCLUDES
TR ACKING HR SYNERGIES AGAINST
B U S I N E S S P L A N E X P E C TAT I O N S
More and more buyers are demanding that their advisors provide a postclosing executive summary geared towards HR operational efficiencies.
These include compensation and
employee benefit alignment to
market, HR technology assessment,
and an evaluation of cultural drivers
for success. Execution during the
first year of ownership is key to
maximizing the return on investment.
Just under two-thirds of the total
businesses we surveyed track HR
synergies after a deal. To help ensure
they’re positioned to capture peoplerelated value after the transaction,
most businesses are taking steps
to make sure their people strategy
is aligned with, and fully supporting,
their business strategy.
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TRACK HR SYNERGIES

YES

NO

63%

37%
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“Our approach is to offer only 12-month retention
packages, which allows us to review new talent
sooner rather than later.”
HR M&A Executive, Fortune 50 Company

DATA • I N S I G H T S • D I R E C T I O N
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CONCLUSION
The research behind People Risks in M&A Transactions echoes
Mercer’s 70+ years of experience in managing deals for both
financial and strategic clients around the globe. Disciplined,
experienced, and dedicated project management resources on
both the buy and sell sides — whether insourced, co-sourced,
or outsourced — are key to maximizing value for both parties.
They are also an important form of risk management.
Mercer’s dedicated global M&A transaction teams provide
a unique combination of world-class processes, tools,
and methodologies along with core HR subject matter
expertise to deliver PMO, IMO, and SMO services. In
addition to speed and agility, clients value our:

In today’s environment, buyers must move with urgency
to initiate their change agenda immediately after close.
The pre-close period and the first 100 days post-close
are not the time to let deal fatigue slow down change
and implementation.

√√ Focus on key priorities and people issues, in one or
multiple countries, that influence value creation.

The change agenda should include aligning behaviors to
new priorities via frequent, concise, and transparent
messaging. Savvy buyers immediately align rewards (such
as short-term incentives and profit-sharing) with business
objectives, and harmonize or reduce benefits — for
example, 401(k) or other retirement vehicles; medical,
short- and long-term disability; and company-paid life
insurance — to simplify administration, hedge compliance
risk, and achieve more manageable cost levels.

√√ Urgency and drive for project delivery.
√√ Ownership and accountability.
√√ Rigorous governance standards.
√√ Timely identification of dependencies and risks.
√√ Effective communication protocols.
√√ Comprehensive project infrastructure.
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Customer alignment, sales force structure, and related
sales incentive plans are also frequently targeted for
change in the first 100 days post-close.
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The following represent people-related best practices in diligence pre- and post-close:

BUYERS — BEST PRACTICES

SELLERS — BEST PRACTICES

• Assess leadership team and key employee
capabilities.

• Identify critical employee groups and consider a
retention program.

• Develop effective retention strategies.

• Leverage experienced sell-side advisors and
separation specialists.

• Have a clear culture, communication, and change
management plan.

• Consider providing a sensible, appropriately priced
(cost-plus) TSA.

• Evaluate HR service, delivery, and design needs.
• Enlist experienced resources to speed the
transition process and make it more efficient.

• Retain experienced M&A and core HR dedicated
tool and project management resources.

• Adopt an enterprise or global view to effectively
manage benefits.
• Understand the market competitiveness of
rewards, and leverage your total reward programs
to attract and retain the right talent.
• Retain experienced M&A and core HR dedicated
tool and project management resources.

This research and our experience working on approximately 1,000
transactions annually reinforce that organizations bringing the same
discipline and rigor to addressing people issues as they do to managing
balance sheet risk and other key operational aspects of a deal ultimately
realize the most value from the transaction.
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W H AT M AT T E R S : TA L E N T
ASSESSMENT IN M&A
Leaders know the success of a new company formed as the result
of an M&A transaction depends on ensuring that the right people
land in the right jobs. Unless the deal involves nothing more than
physical assets — which is the exception in today’s M&A world —
the acquirer needs engaged, high-performing talent to ensure that
the new company achieves its potential.
Talent decisions often involve more complexity
than other integration decisions (e.g., products,
markets, customers) yet may be made with less
rigor, discipline, and data. For M&A leaders to be
successful, they need to “raise their game” in
talent assessment.
M&A transactions trigger the need to make
challenging and sometimes emotional decisions
about individuals — including long-term
productive employees. For example, a merger
often produces redundancies: Suddenly, there
are two CFOs, two customer service vice
presidents, and so on. Questions swirl about
who should stay, who should go, and who
should be placed in a different role.
Ultimately, the acquirer must determine
whether incumbents from the target (the
acquired company) are the best people to
achieve the new organization’s objectives.

Our experience dictates that successful buyers
develop a keen understanding of the following
questions early in the talent selection process:
• What skills and competencies do our leaders/
managers need in order to deliver on the new
business objectives?
• Does the candidate have a leadership/
management history of mature decisionmaking that produces results and is
consistent with the new organization’s
risk profile?
• Does the individual possess skills essential to
the business’s longer-term success?
• Will the individual be able to work effectively
in the new company culture?
• Does this leader/manager have a track record
of successfully developing talent?
• How long might this candidate stay with the
firm and remain motivated?
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“We realized we needed to better define how to view transaction success —
and needed to identify different success metrics that would focus on talent
alignment and organizational culture fit as opposed to only financial metrics.”
HR M&A Manager, Leading
Multinational Energy Company

The more information about existing
employees an acquirer has before
closing a deal, the better, because it
can make decisions sooner. But for
many practical reasons — including
insufficient time, data, and access
to personnel — it is rare for the
acquirer to have a comprehensive
organizational structure established
when the final papers are being
signed. As a result, the lion’s share
of talent assessment happens
after closing.

Although formal employee
evaluations may not be possible
in a deal’s early stages, quite
a few informal strategies can
yield an initial read on people’s
strengths and potential risks.
These include observing behavior
during management presentations,
reviewing CVs provided in the data
room, and taking note of employee
interactions during informal
operational/functional meetings
conducted as part of due diligence.
Being intentional and diligent in
these initial evaluations can inform a
more formal structured assessment
once the deal is approved.

Compiling a list of an employee’s
leadership skills and behavioral
attributes begins to tell the story
of whether an employee will fit into
the go-forward organization or
confound the business intentions
behind the deal. The formal process
of determining someone’s suitability
for the new organization typically
comprises the following five steps.
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1. Clarify the business imperatives.
Begin with the deal’s objectives and the new organization’s expectations. For example, is a quick
turnaround of the business needed, or is there a focus on entering new markets? An individual’s talent
must be measured against his or her potential to fulfill those objectives and expectations.

2. Define success criteria.
Identify the skills, experience, and leadership capabilities needed to meet the new company’s
business objectives.

3. Develop role profiles.
Outline the job requirements for the target roles, as well as the requisite skills and knowledge necessary
to carry out those job requirements. Create a system that allows each employee to be measured against
a job-specific set of criteria.

4. Assess the talent pool.
To select the best people for each role, gather relevant data on candidates through management
interviews, individual interviews, and/or third-party assessment interviews. Aim for rigor, fairness, and
consistency in the talent assessment. Review this information against the chosen selection criteria —
for example, leadership ability, past performance, and future potential. The figure at right offers some
ideas about parameters to keep in mind.

5. Review and select talent.
Use the results of the assessment process to make informed personnel choices.

Thorough, focused, and rigorous evaluations of leaders and key positions ensure that the acquirer’s talent decisions are
optimized to meet the current and future needs of the new organization.
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“Ultimately, the talent the new company employs can mean the
difference between winning and losing in today’s competitive and
volatile marketplace.”
CHRO,
Fortune 100 Company

T H E TA L E N T A S S E S S M E N T P Y R A M I D

ASSESSMENT
APPROACH AND TOOLS
• Leadership behaviors, cultural
alignment, future potential,
motivational and cognitive
assessments.
• Specific skills, experience, tenure.

EXECS

DIRECTORS | MANAGERS

P R O F E S S I O N A L | H O U R LY

O R G A N I Z AT I O N L E V E L

ASSESSMENT

• Use of formal or external
testing/assessment tools.
-- Strategic assessment/structured
development interview.
-- Career achievement record.
-- Psychometric instruments, etc.
• Manager and employee assessments
of competencies and panel validation
process with input from:
-- Employee work history
(pay/performance).
-- Manager/self-evaluations.
-- Interview (as required).
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UNLOCKING
VALU E TH RO U G H
S P L I T- U P S A N D
S TA N D - U P S

Split-ups and stand-ups
account for much of the
recent restructuring activity
in the marketplace, with
companies increasingly
selling subsidiaries or
carving out noncore
businesses. What’s driving
this surge in splits? The
desire to unlock value.
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In the right circumstances, splits make a lot of
sense. Many companies, after re-evaluating their
strategic priorities, find they may be better off
operating independently as separate entities
instead of as a conglomerate. Splits can provide
big benefits, allowing companies to seize new
opportunities, focus on a core strategy, attract
talent, and achieve greater value.
Although these transactions offer great
advantages, they also present significant
challenges. Poorly executed split-ups and
spinoffs can result in some real and unfortunate
outcomes — unanticipated resource needs,
costly ongoing transition service agreements,
long and painful separations, and loss of key
employees — all of which can destroy value and
damage reputation.
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HOW TO GET THE
MOST FROM A SPLIT
1. Have a plan. The Separation Deal Flow Process organizes the process into defined phases and clarifies the
objectives, process, and actions needed to achieve the desired goals. Breaking things down into manageable steps
helps define key milestones, promote coordinated action, and monitor progress.

DECISION TO SEPARATE

Pre-Separation
Strategy and Planning
Decide to separate
Develop business case.
Ensure organization
readiness to support
separation.

SEPARATION
ANNOUNCEMENT

NewCo Strategic
Planning

OPERATIONAL
INDEPENDENCE

Separation
Planning

SPIN DATE

Separation
Complete/TSA Period

TSA END DATE

Spin/TSA Complete

Finalize separation
strategy
Identify requirements
to establish NewCo
and maintain RemainCo
continuity.
Prepare to separate
Establish governance protocols
and plan for NewCo separation and
RemainCo continuity. Prepare for
TSAs as needed.

Separate
Operate RemainCo
and NewCo separately.
Manage any TSAs.

Post-spin
Post-spin and TSA
completion.

Communicate and manage change
Ensure timely and aligned communication to manage the change for all employees.
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“When we announce a divestiture, there’s an immediate ‘us versus them’
mentality. Keeping ‘about to be divested’ employees engaged is a huge challenge.
If these employees get demotivated, it has a business impact that can drive
down price.”

HR M&A Executive, Fortune 50 Company

2. Focus on people. Successful deals require keen attention to the people-related issues. Never is this more true than
in the case of a split, which often requires even greater process and rigor to handle the complicated people challenges
that invariably arise:

Identifying and retaining key employees
A separation involves reconsidering organization design and how to source, and keep, talent.
Identifying those key players you can’t afford to lose and creating incentives for them to stay are
essential to an effective retention strategy.

Rethinking HR policies
The people questions, especially in cross-border transactions (learn more at www.mercer.com/
insights/point/2014/ma-hr-issues-survey.html), are wide-ranging and deserve careful
consideration:
• Will the entity being spun off use the same programs as the parent organization?
• What is affordable for NewCo?
• What type of HR infrastructure needs to be in place to ensure things are running smoothly
and day-to-day concerns — like payroll, benefits administration, compliance, and governance —
are addressed?

Communicating transparently
Spinoffs bring major change, which often means productivity loss. A clear communications plan
brings the end vision to life and keeps employees engaged and focused on execution.
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3. Get the right support. Organizing the right teams to launch the separation work is critical.
Identifying dependencies within work streams, HR, and business/functional areas allows
the separation work to unfold in a logical, efficient way. Dedicated teams bring synergy
to the process:

The HR project
management
office (PMO) allocates
resources to complete
the day-to-day
transition tasks.

The strategic
group steers the
separation work,
aligning it with
the strategy.

S E PA R AT I O N P R O J E C T L E A D S

LEADERSHIP
TEAM
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
GROUP
TECHNICAL
WORK TEAMS

Technical work
teams complete
activities to finalize
the separation and
work with the HR PMO
to resolve issues.

HR PMO

Organization design and workforce alignment

HR operations and technology

Retention/severance

Executive and broad-based compensation

Labor and employee relations

Benefits and HR policies

Culture

Communication and change management

When managed effectively, a split-up can accelerate a company’s transformation and unlock
value. To learn more, read our full-length WorldatWork Journal article at www.mercer.
us/content/dam/mercer/attachments/global/MandA/WorldatWork%20Journal%20-%20
Unlocking%20Value%20Through%20Split-Ups%20and%20Stand-Ups%202015.pdf.
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E S TA B L I S H I N G A C O M P E T I T I V E
EDGE WITH MERCER’S PENSION
DEBT SOLUTION™
Q&A WITH MERCER EXPERTS DOUG
JOHNSON AND CHAD HUEFFMEIER
Q: Can you provide an
overview of the solution?
Doug Johnson: Mercer’s Pension
Debt Solution™ provides efficient,
independent, mark-to-market
sell- and separation-side analysis
of defined benefit (DB) pension
plans, along with a range of risk
management solutions (from derisking options to real-time risk
transfer pricing). These solutions
demystify for potential buyers the
risks associated with assuming a DB
plan in a transaction.
This solution identifies value
opportunities from a corporate debt
and financial economics perspective,
based on the debt and operational
characteristics of the plans included
in the transaction. Mercer’s Pension
Debt Solution provides a buyer’s road
map with solutions that range from
temporarily protecting funded status
through the transaction process to
reducing risk in the long term.

Q: What benefits does Mercer’s
pension debt solution offer
sellers looking to package their
pension program for sale?
Chad Hueffmeier: DB pensions raise
red flags for potential buyers. These
plans often are underfunded, lack
cost certainty, and have significant
exposure to asset-liability mismatch
risk. DB plans can make the business
being sold appear less attractive to
potential buyers: Some buyers may
decide not to bid; others may require
compensation for the underfunding
and for taking on the additional risk.
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Pension volatility also poses risks
for sellers during the sales process.
An example: The average funded
status of US pension plans dropped
from 87% to 81% from June 30 to
September 30 in 2015. This level
of volatility is not atypical; many
DB pension funds follow policies
that reflect long-term investment
horizons — and accept the shortterm volatility that comes with them.

To address these challenges,
Mercer’s Pension Debt Solution
can be implemented quickly to
temporarily stabilize the funded
status of the DB plan once the sale
process starts. Our solution can
significantly reduce short-term
volatility to protect the plan’s funded
status and thereby hedge much of
the financial risk to the seller during
the sale process.

But if DB plans are transferring,
a seller’s investment horizon is
measured in months, not decades:
For organizations with $100 million
in DB obligations, there is a 1 in 6
chance this could translate to more
than a $6 million loss within three
months. Standard deal pricing will
treat the underfunding of DB plans
as debt, often with an explicit
purchase adjustment at close in
the sale agreement.

Our solution also helps sellers eliminate
buyers’ misconceptions about pension
risk. In 2015, Mercer collaborated
with CFO Research (www.mercer.us/
content/mercer/global/all/en/insights/
point/2015/mercer-cfo-researchpension-risk-survey-2015.html) to
survey more than 200 organizations
about their pension risk management
practices. Our findings showed a
continued trend toward de-risking.
In response to this trend, much

progress has been made: A growing
number of market solutions and
strategies have been developed
to support the risk management
of DB plans.
To support the sales process,
our solution offers a spectrum of
realistic de-risking and risk transfer
options, ranging from taking on more
comfortable levels of risks, to moving
to a fully hedged position to minimize
funded status volatility. When sellers
can help buyers better understand
the risk solutions that are available
and take actions before the sale to
reduce risks, it increases the chances
of a successful transaction.

M E R C E R ’ S D E - R I S K I N G T O O L K I T TM

RETAIN THE RISK

TRANSFER THE RISK

GROWTH PORTFOLIO

TERMINATED VESTED LUMP SUMS

BETA OVERLAY

RETIREE BUY-IN

IMPROVE HEDGE RATIO

ACTIVE SPINOFF

DYNAMIC INVESTMENT POLICY

RETIREE BUYOUT

REFINED LDI PRODUCTS

PLAN TERMINATION

HOLISTIC RISK MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY TYPICALLY CONTAINS
ELEMENTS OF BOTH SIDES
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Q: We’ve talked about
advantages for the seller.
What are the advantages for
the buyer?
Doug Johnson: Implementing this
solution allows the buyer the luxury of
time — time to set up the governance
committee the buyer will need to
administer the plan and turn a shortterm asset back into the long-term
asset that it was intended to be.
It also provides stability: Following
closing, our solution can remain in
place for a period of time determined
by the buyer. This creates space for
the buyer to make decisions about
how to go about managing the plan
after the sale.
Mercer’s Pension Debt Solution also
gives buyers clarity about what it
is they’re getting, in terms of both
assets and liabilities. Buyers can
corroborate their diligence findings
by comparing them with the seller’s
findings to get a clearer picture and

inform decision-making. Buyers can
also access real-time information
that can provide them with a more
accurate view of the mark-to-market
environment.

Q: Does Mercer’s pension
debt solution apply to plans
of any size assets versus
funding status?
Chad Hueffmeier: Our solution
applies to plans of any size. However,
the size of the plan affects how
we implement the solution. For
example, for large plans, we would
implement the stabilization strategy
synthetically, with equity and
treasury features and/or exchange
rate options. For small plans (e.g.,
$20 million in assets), we would
generally change the physical
allocation of assets because the
time and additional costs associated
with a more sophisticated solution
wouldn’t necessarily be warranted.

Q: What characteristics need
to be present in the deal for
this solution to make sense?
Doug Johnson: How the pension
plan is currently being managed
matters: If the plan is being run
with high exposure to equities and
it’s got that level of risk in it, then
this solution makes a lot of sense.
Evaluating the size of the pension
obligations relative to the business is
also important — if the pension plan
obligations are significant, Mercer’s
pension debt solution offers
substantial value.
To learn more about managing
pension debt and risk, listen to
our podcast (www.mercer.com/
insights/point/2015/new-podcastexplains-how-to-minimize-mergersand-acquisitions-pension-risk.html).
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A BALANCED APPROACH
T O C U LT U R E I N T E G R AT I O N
When all the
financing is done,
the hard work of
integration begins.
When two organizations
come together to form
a new entity, they must
meet the challenge of
determining how they
will work effectively
together.

Getting employees from two legacy organizations to work well together
in the new organization won’t happen on its own: It’s only by building a
strong culture that new ways of working can take hold. Because culture
is inextricably linked to how a business achieves results, it’s a key factor
in managing change and driving performance. By being deliberate and
purposeful in articulating the vision of the future and clarifying the new
behaviors needed to move the business forward, leaders can promote the
desired culture and effectively manage an integration.

EMPLOYEE
B E H AV I O R S

C O M PA N Y
C U LT U R E

BUSINESS
O R G A N I Z AT I O N

Practices

Operating Principles

Strategy

Attitudes

“How work is done
every day”

Structure

Values
Beliefs

Systems
Protocols

Our research shows that successful organizations embrace the following
principles at the outset:
1 . C U LT U R E C H A N G E A N D I N T E G R A T I O N T A K E T I M E A N D
S U S TA I N E D E F F O R T S .
Organizations that look for a “silver bullet” that will solve their culture issues
quickly — and permanently — are soon disappointed. The reality is there’s no
easy antidote or one-size-fits-all solution. Taking a systematic and long-term
approach to culture and change management is key: Understanding the deal
context and completing a culture diagnostic to determine gaps between
the current and desired state are critical first steps in shaping an effective
integration strategy, reconciling legacy cultures, and organizing a program
of targeted activities that will engage employees and move them toward a
unified goal.
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Building culture is a long-term, ongoing effort that requires a well-thought-out plan.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

SET CONTEXT

DIAGNOSE

DESIGN

PLAN

IMPLEMENT

• Understand
deal thesis:

• Analyze current
culture and
behaviors.

• Define priorities.

• Document core
dimensions of
the culture.

• Set up the
governance, team,
and protocols.

• Craft internal
messaging
framework.

• Execute programs.

-- Business
strategy.
-- Integration
drivers.
-- Performance
expectations.
-- Purchase
agreement
commitments.

• Identify desired
future culture and
behaviors.
• Test change
readiness.
• Identify strengths
and barriers.

• Segment
audiences and
related concerns.
• Clarify business
and behavior
outcomes.
• Align with other
internal initiatives.
• Identify
culture-building
ideas/tactics.

• Identify specific
programs and
recommendations.
• Develop
implementation
and cascade plan.

• Monitor success
and measure the
impact.
• Ensure constant
reinforcement and
sponsorship.

-- Critical
milestones.

2 . L E A D E R S AT A L L L E V E L S O F T H E O R G A N I Z AT I O N M U S T U N D E R S TA N D, B U Y I N T O,
AND CHAMPION THE CHANGE.
The CEO and executive leaders must invest in and actively sponsor culture and change management efforts. Although
HR helps facilitate these efforts, it’s business leaders who must lead the change. By bringing the future vision to life,
clarifying priorities, and building the desired capabilities within their teams, leaders can engage employees to become
agents of change. But if leaders themselves aren’t fully invested in the change, employees won’t be either — and the
inevitable results will be organizational confusion, missed opportunities, and loss of value.
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3 . E F F E C T I V E C O M M U N I C A T I O N A C C E L E R A T E S T H E PA T H T O V A L U E .
In the absence of facts, people will make assumptions that are often inaccurate. Getting the message out early and often
— and through multiple people and mediums — paves the way to successful consolidation and integration. A clear and
purposeful communication plan allows company leaders to engage people in a targeted and timely way, and combat such
pitfalls as talent attrition and reduced productivity. Tailoring the message to different groups also helps capture the
hearts and minds of employees by helping them better understand how they’re affected and what they need to do
to help drive the change.

VALUE

PRODUCTIVITY

CHANGE

ENGAGEMENT

DENIAL

ANGER

COMMITMENT

EXPLORATION

TIME

What leaders expect
How a positive employee experience
can accelerate the process
What typically occurs
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4 . B E H AV I O R C H A N G E I S T H E B E D R O C K O F S U C C E S S F U L I N T E G R AT I O N S .
Although communication is absolutely critical during an integration, communication campaigns
alone will not motivate people to change their behaviors and adopt new ways of working: “Evidence
overwhelmingly suggests that the most fundamental problem in all stages [of large-scale change] is
changing the behavior of people.”1 To get people on board and to promote participation in change,
leaders must “walk the talk” by modeling behaviors congruent with the new culture. Institutionalizing
new approaches and developing new systems and processes to reinforce new behaviors can help
accelerate the integration, as well as offering focused training and support that help employees
meet new demands.

“Top three actions to mitigate risk during an acquisition:
Disciplined change management and communication from
the top. Clear messaging about the purpose of the deal and
what behaviors are required for the deal to be successful for all
stakeholders. And getting acquired company senior leadership
on board and engaged around the deal early.”
Chief Human Resources Officer,
Leading Global Provider of Environmental Solutions

5 . S U C C E S S F U L C U LT U R E C H A N G E R E Q U I R E S C O N S I S T E N C Y A N D
FOLLOW - T HRO UG H .
Put simply, organizations must do what they say they will do. Actions and behaviors, systems and
processes, and communications and change programs must be consistent to ensure all employee
populations are engaged in the change. All transformation efforts (whether pre-, during, or postintegration) should be driven by a focus on people and aligned with business objectives.
T H E PA S S I O N F O R T H E D E A L G E T S L E A D E R S O U T O F T H E G A T E ;
T H E H A R D PA R T I S S U S T A I N I N G T H E E F F O R T O V E R T I M E .
Culture provides the means to sustainment: It serves as a powerful vehicle through which
organizations can embed positive change by enhancing employee engagement, customer
retention, organizational efficiency, and synergy realization. By adopting these five core
principles of success, organizations can achieve their integration goals to realize the full
return on the deal investment.

1

Kotter, John P., and Dan S. Cohen. The Heart of Change: Real-life Stories of How People Change Their Organizations.
Harvard Business Review Press, 2012.
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H R O P E R AT I O N S A N D
TECHNOLOGY READINESS
In today’s complex transactions environment, investment in HR operations and
technology is increasing for a variety of reasons, including capacity constraints,
aging technology, inadequate and risky manual processes, and insourcing
initiatives to ultimately reduce costs, among others. Regardless of the deal
type or size, the most successful acquirer, in our experience, is focused on
three key areas from the outset of the transaction, beginning with diligence.
1 . H R F U N C T I O N S T R AT E G Y A N D O P E R AT I N G M O D E L
A successful HR operating model is not accidental. Rather, it is purposely derived from a clear understanding of the
people strategy, which is specifically designed to support an organization’s unique business strategy. According to our
experience, skilled acquirers around the world understand the importance of these interdependencies, as illustrated
in the figure below.

M E R C E R ’ S H R B U S I N E S S D E S I G N F R A M E W O R K TM

HR
FUNCTION
S T R AT E G Y
Who are the primary
customers of HR and what
are the key services and
programs required?

PEOPLE
S T R AT E G Y
BUSINESS
S T R AT E G Y

A unique set of
prioritized choices
about people
investments that
enables the organization
to achieve its business
strategy and
performance goals

How will the function
prioritize requirements,
and allocate and align
limited resources to
deliver HR services that
drive the business and
people strategy?
What are the most
effective delivery channels
for specific services and
the related service-level
expectations?

HR
O P E R AT I N G
MODEL
SOURCING
What activities will the HR
function do themselves/
have others do?
INFRASTRUCTURE
What capabilities are
required to deliver
HR services in support
of the HR function
strategy?
Process

Technology

HR Talent

Organization

GOVERNANCE
Talent
Acquisition

Total
Rewards

Employee
Relations

Talent
Management

How will the function be
led, decisions be made,
and conflicting priorities
be resolved?
How will success be
measured?
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“Merging our two organizations required us to
rethink how we deliver HR services. It was both
a requirement for success and an opportunity for
significant improvement.”

CHRO,
Global Health Care Solutions Company

Successful organizations
understand that HR is more than
compensation, benefits, and payroll
processing — it is a “business”
delivering complex services and
products to HR customers.

“Our go-forward M&A
strategy required new
HR technology that
could keep pace with
innovation and enable
rapid integration of
future acquisitions.”
Managing Partner,
Private Equity Firm,
$2 Billion in Assets Under
Management

An effective HR operating model
addresses sourcing, infrastructure
(people, technology, process, and
organization), and governance.
Depending on timing and priorities,
operational levers can take on
different prominence post-close:
• How will we source and deliver
payroll services and benefits
administration?
• How can we better leverage
employee and manager selfservice to optimize efficiency?

Organizations that assume the status
quo during diligence often face major
challenges post-close — including
disrupted payroll and benefits
administration, inability to effectively
support the function’s business
partners, failure to communicate
changes to key employee
stakeholder groups, and reduced
employee productivity.
2. HR T ECHNOLO GY

• What HR structure and decision
governance are required to enable
day one, interim, and future state
capabilities?
• How will we source HR services
after the TSA expires?
• Can we leverage current
processes, infrastructure, and
technology to deliver on our new
business objectives?
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Best practices dictate investing the
time to understand and align the HR
functional strategy and operating
model with the new business
objectives. It is simply unreasonable
to assume that the current state
will adequately support the future
business direction (e.g., headcount
growth/reduction, geographic
expansion/contraction).

Modern HR systems are evolving
rapidly and are becoming more
affordable, with a clearer line of sight
to ROI. Savvy buyers are investing
in diligence resources to evaluate
HR operations/technology and are
negotiating with sellers to extend
TSAs to provide buyers time to
procure new HR technologies that
drive efficiencies and differentiate
people practices.
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“We assumed the current HR systems were
adequate, and we were very wrong. This oversight
set us back several months on our synergy targets.”
SVP HR,
Leading Medical Benefits Management Company

HR technology applications that were
installed only a few years ago are
already outdated in many cases. Poor
functional operating and technology
support choices result in costly
manual workarounds, redundant
processes, compliance risks, reduced
employee and manager engagement/
productivity, and turnover.
In response to the rapid pace
of innovation in HR technology
solutions, many organizations
look to external experts to assist
with the assessment, selection,
and implementation of new HR
technology. Smart organizations
are leveraging experts like Mercer
in the diligence process to map
out functional priorities and
competencies. In the time leading
up to close and during the initial TSA
period, these experts work with
buyers to procure solutions and/
or providers that deliver a range of
service levels that include the basic
day-to-day HR support (such as
payroll, benefits, and on-boarding)
as well as more strategic capabilities
(for example, employee relations,
performance management, and
succession planning).

3 . H R TA L E N T A N D S K I L L S
More than half of all businesses
that participated in our survey
report talent and skill gaps as a
significant issue. This includes, at
times, suboptimal HR talent. Take,
for example, the divested organization
with only a handful of HR staff coming
over who will require six months
of on-the-ground resources from
third-party vendors to support HR
while they source and staff an HR
function. Without the right HR skills
and talent, the cost of a transaction
will inevitably rise.
Sizable gaps in the key skills,
experiences, and competencies
required to deliver the future
HR operating model are also not
uncommon. Consider, for example,
the midsize organization that triples
its size over two years as a result
of multiple acquisitions, resulting in
a functional leadership team that
doesn’t have the experience required
to navigate the HR complexities of
the much larger organization.
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High-performing organizations use proven methodologies, tools, and processes to assess and build the capabilities of
HR talent. As result, they have higher-performing HR functions with improved contribution to business performance.
The figure below offers an example of a tool that assesses current HR competencies against future requirements,
enabling the systematic design of a plan to address key skill gaps and build capability. Organizations that agree that
HR is more than just payroll and benefits view HR talent as a strategic enabler. These organizations readily support
disciplined investments to address skill gaps and grow capability, and see the ROI as self-evident.
High-performing organizations understand the importance of getting HR operations and technology right at the outset
of the deal, setting the stage for a smooth integration and creating the crucial foundation needed to enable the business
strategy. Companies that embrace HR operations and technology as strategic imperatives — rather than dismissing them
as mere tactical concerns — have the best chance of realizing the full potential of the deal.

HR Capability Builder 400 Survey

Overall Results for Competency by Role

Competencies and Items

Weakness

Development
Need

Fully Competent

Highly Skilled

1

2

3

4

Role Model
5

Leadership Competencies [Category Score: 3.28]
Business Acumen

HR Skills Development
Feedback Report

Coaches and Develops Others

Creates Strategy

Drives Innovation

Proprietary and Confidential

Drives Performance

Global Focus

Inspires Others

John Sample

Optimizes Talent

Work Enabling Competencies [Category Score: 3.03]

Participant Information
Survey End:

Adaptability

10/24/2015 11:59:59 PM Generated:

10/28/2015
Key: Shaded Bar: Middle 50%

Average Ratings by Others

HR Capability Builder 400 Survey

Self

Mgr

Gap

4.00

2.00

-2.00

12. Is able to detect trends and predict
market and environmental shifts that
impact the strategic decisions of the
organization.

4.00

2.00

-2.00

13. Creates effective contingency plans to
ensure the organization stays
competitive given the predictive shifts.

5.00

1.00

-4.00

14. Evaluates the opportunities and risks
of business plans and adjusts,
redefines or eliminates strategies to fit
the new business reality.

4.00

2.00

-2.00

11. Looks at the business and factors
influencing it from a long term
perspective.

Drives Innovation

2.60

3.00

0.40

15. Challenges others to come up with the
best ways of doing things; fosters
innovative thinking and abstract ideas
that will improve business results

3.00

3.00

0.00

16. Shares new approaches from inside
and outside the organization with
others to promote knowledge
exchange and innovation.

3.00

3.00

0.00

17. Thinks about new concepts and
solutions for the industry and market,
and comes up with boundary-breaking
ideas.

3.00

3.00

0.00

18. Combines approaches and ideas from
different disciplines; sees connections
and interrelationships that are not
obvious.

2.00

3.00

1.00

19. Thinks outside the box, and comes up
with leading-edge approaches that
engender systemic competitive
advantages.

2.00

3.00

1.00

Drives Performance

3.83

3.50

-0.33

20. Creates a performance-driven culture
where employees understand their
goals, know the impact of their
performance on the business, and are
held accountable for results.

3.00

4.00

1.00

Average Self Ratings

Strength > 4.0
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Feedback Report For John Sample - 10/24/2015 11:59:59 PM

Capability Ratings

Page 5

Opportunity <3.0

Positive Gap > 1

Negative Gap < -1

Feedback Report For John Sample - 10/24/2015 11:59:59 PM

Page 11
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ABOUT MERCER’S
M&A TRANSACTION SERVICES
Mercer’s M&A Transaction Services is the pre-eminent global advisor on
people issues.
We help buyers and sellers in corporate and private equity transactions
mitigate people risks and manage the complex organizational challenges
that arise from all types of transactions.
Mercer delivers advice and technology-driven solutions that help organizations meet the health
wealth and career needs of a changing workforce. Mercer’s more than 23,000 employees are
based in 44 countries and the firm operates in over 130 countries. Mercer is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan Companies (NYSE:MMC), the leading global professional services
firm in the areas of risk, strategy and people. With nearly 65,000 colleagues and annual revenue
over $14 billion, through its market-leading companies including Marsh, Guy Carpenter and
Oliver Wyman, Marsh & McLennan helps clients navigate an increasingly dynamic and complex
environment. For more information, visit www.mercer.com. Follow Mercer on Twitter @Mercer.
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